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Enter a fun world of manga adventure as you color fearless warriors, super robots, and ancient
dragons. More than just coloring books, each title in the new Manga to the Max series takes you
inside a fully developed world-building manga adventure! And by coloring the pages, you get a
chance to bring that world to life.Each narrative begins with a dynamic introduction to a new
fantastic world. Then you'll meet 32 awesome manga characters to color and create. These
characters come with their own distinct storylines, introduced on the flip side of the coloring
page.Ten pages of fully colored design examples are provided to get you started, along with a
handy guide to manga drawing and coloring techniques. Printed on high-quality, extra-thick
paper, all of the pages are perforated for easy removal and display.

From the Back CoverColor a Manga World of AdventureThe year is 2238, and humans now
share the Earth with many alien incomers from other worlds. With such an influx of new entities
and alien technology, crime has flourished, and it s up to the United Earth Enforcement s (UEE)
army of robots to help maintain peace and enforce justice on an increasingly diverse
planet...Part coloring book, part drawing lesson, part sketchbook, and part story, Manga to the
Max: Robots takes you inside a futuristic world-building adventure and shows you how to bring
that world to life. Inside you ll find 32 pages of awesome robots to color and create, each with its
own distinct storyline introduced on the flip side of the coloring page. Stunning full color
examples are provided to get you started, along with an expert guide to crafting, drawing, and
detailing your own unique manga characters. Printed on high-quality, extra-thick paper, all of the
pages are perforated for easy removal and display.About the AuthorErik DePrince is a
professional illustrator and character designer with over 15 years experience creating art for
consumer products. Erik has sold over 300,000 licenses for his popular vector illustrations. Erik
is the creator of the Kagonin card game as well as Playtime Buddies, a pre-school TV show.
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Ava G., “Great Drawing tool!. My son loves it!”

The book by Erik DePrince has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 10 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 88 pages
Item Weight: 10.2 ounces
Dimensions: 9 x 0.25 x 11 inches
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